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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, with the volume of data growing at an unprecedented rate, large scale data mining have become a new challenge.
MapReduce is extensively used parallel computing framework for big data processing. The two foremost performance metrics in
MapReduce are job performance time and cluster throughput. Clustering has been conventional huge attention in lots of
applications. The expanding volumes of information rising by the advancement of technology, makes clustering of extremely large
scale of data a challenging task. In order to deal with the difficulty, many researchers trying to design well-organized parallel
clustering algorithms. This paper discussed the analysis of clustering algorithm in MapReduce.
Keywords- Big Data, Clustering algorithm, MapReduce
exploring them to discover consequential insights which

I. INTRODUCTION

would be in front to improved business decisions and add

MapReduce has newly become known as a new paradigm for

worth to their business.

large-scale data analysis and has been broadly adopted by

Map Reduce by itself is capable for analyzing large distributed

Amazon, Google, Facebook, Yahoo!, and many other

data sets; but due to the heterogeneity, velocity and volume of

companies. There are two main reasons [1] for its widely held

Big Data, it is a challenge for traditional data analysis and

adoption. One is the framework can scale to thousands of

management tools [4]. A problem with Big Data is that they

service machines in a fault-tolerance manner and is able to use

use NoSQL and has no Data Description Language (DDL) and

additional machines to support parallel computing. Second

it supports transaction processing. Also, web-scale data is not

one is the framework has effortless and yet representing

universal and it is heterogeneous. For analysis of Big Data,

programming model during which users can parallelize their

database integration and cleaning is much harder than the

program without concerning about issues like fault-tolerant

traditional mining approaches [5].

and execution approach.

Map Reduce has following characteristics [6]; it supports

The term “Big Data” refers to huge and composite data sets

Parallel and distributed processing, it is simple and its

made up of a multiplicity of unstructured and structured data

architecture is shared-nothing which has commodity diverse

which are so huge, so speedy, or so tough to be managed by

hardware (big cluster).Its functions are programmed in a high-

conventional techniques. Big Data is described by the 4Vs [2]:

level programming language (e.g. Java, Python) and it is

volume, velocity, variety, and veracity. Volume refers to the

flexible. Query processing is done through NoSQL integrated

amount of data, variety refers to the multiplicity of data types,

in HDFS as Hive tool [20]. Analytics helps to discover what

velocity refers to how quick data are produced and how rapid

has changed and the possible solutions. Second, advanced

they have to be processed, and veracity is the capability to

analytics is the best way to discover more business

convict the data to be perfect and consistent when making key

opportunities, new customer segments, identify the best

decisions. Enterprises are conscious that Big Data has the

suppliers, associate products of affinity, understand sales

potential to bang core business processes, offer competitive

seasonality [4].

benefit, and increase returns [3]. Thus, companies are
exploring traditions to make superior use of Big Data by
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section
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To overcome this problem author proposed K-means- In

II is related work, in section III shows analysis on related

Grouped GHMC to improve performance of MapReduce. In

work, Finally Section IV concludes the paper.

this groups low intra-communication nodes together and
selects local master

II. RELATED WORK
Cluster analysis refers to the process of grouping similar
objects without labels. Similarity is directed by the business
needs or by the requirements of the clustering algorithm. Its
eventual goal is to group the similar objects into same cluster
and distinct objects into distinct groups. The distinction is
directed similarity measure. It is mainly used in explorative
mining, and in statistical analysis techniques such as pattern

Underlying structure: to gain insight into data,

generate hypotheses, detect anomalies, and identify salient

Natural Classification: to identify the degree of

Compression: as a method for organizing the data and

summarizing it through cluster prototypes.
Clustering problem has a prolonged history and there are a
larger number of researches on this topic. Clustering has been
considered in equivalence fashion, like MapReduce. Due to
modern computer architecture and large scale system, a lot of
efforts have been taken to parallelize. There are various
implementation using different kinds of platform including
multicore [7] and MapReduce framework.
GHMC [8], proposed by Yang Yang et al., is a novel method to
group hybrid MapReduce cluster. Author discus the problems
in hybrid MapReduce cluster that is bottleneck problem
because of

I/O requests are sent and data transfer performance
degrades sharply.

limits the I/O performance on the space. All of the slaves
communicate with the master. It means that the more
slaves are, the more packets should be dealt with. The
performance of the master node reduces when it is
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based on multiple GPU’s.
Wei-Chih Hung et al., proposed MRAP [11] and compare with

is a clustering algorithm that does not require pre-set K
clustering algorithm. MRAP allow partitioning a single cluster

to make processing more scalable and efficient. Require no

lack of performance when dimension of data sets keep
increasing.
DiSC [12], proposed by Chen Jin et al., is distributed single
linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm using MapReduce.
Hierarchical clustering is banned on performing on large data
sets due to higher data sets and inherent data dependencies.
DiCS divides original problem into a set of overlapped sub
problems. Author analyses the DiSC algorithm with varied
size and dimensionality provides scalable speed. DiSC
algorithm may also apply on dense graph problem.
Yuan Luo et al. [13], uses hierarchical MapReduce
programming model and scheduling algorithm to speed up big
data processing. Proposed a HMR (Hierarchical MapReduce)

which is expressed as three functions Map, Reduce, and
GlobalReduce. Author introduce two scheduling algorithm one
is Capacity Aware Scheduling for compute intensive jobs and
Data Location Aware Scheduling for data intensive jobs. In

The architecture of MapReduce is master/slave which

overload [9].

limitations of K-means which was suitable for serial execution

which contain Map-Reduce-GlobalReduce computation model

MapReduce applications have clear bounds among the
processing stages. In I/O intensive stages, large numbers of



with the help of MapReduce framework. Also removes the

prior knowledge of characteristics of input data. MRAP has

similarity among forms or organism.



K-means using OpencCL heterogeneous computing platform

analysis job into small cluster on distributed processing node

features.



large data sets. To improve its performance author proposed

efficient than the K-means. MapReduce Affinity Propagation

Purposes of using data clustering:



of K- means will not be sufficient when it has been deal with

K-means clustering algorithm to prove that the MRAP is more

recognition, information retrieval, etc.


Sandip A. Ganage et al. [10], discussed that the performance

this researcher try to make multiple cluster acts collaboratively
through the single cluster to improve efficiency of running
MapReduce, another contribution is to schedule and coordinate MapReduce jobs efficiently among local clusters.
Results show that the total execution time is linearly increased
when size of input data sets increases.
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Vadivel. M et al.[14], discussed knowledge of grouping

Mr. Scan [17], Benjamin Welton et al., Mr. Scan uses a

internet users by mining a enormous volume of web access

hybrid parallel implementation that combines MRNet tree

record of up to 500 GB’s. The instant implementation of the

based sharing network through GPGPU prepared nodes. Mr.

algorithms undergoes from efficiency drawback for both

Scan can scale up to 6.5 billion data points and distribute

insufficient memory and higher execution time. Researcher

DBSCAN algorithm that incorporate the used of GPGPU’s. In

presents an efficient hierarchical clustering technique of

Mr. Scan there are two passes over the data point, Pass one is

mining fat data sets with Map-Reduce. The method comprises

to classify all the core points in the data sets and use a method

two optimization methods: Batch Updating to decrease the

similar to CUDA-DClust to expands data points, pass two

computational time and communication costs surrounded by

expands the core points founds in the pass one to generate the

cluster nodes, and Co-occurrence based feature selection to

cluster.

reduce the dimension of feature vectors and remove noise
features. Batch Updating to reduce the IO overhead and

III. ANALYSIS

distributed communication cost during the clustering. Here

Paper is reviewed and analyzed related to clustering

result shows the batch updating decreases the total execution

mechanism in big data. Techniques those are reviewed are

time of application and IO operation and communication cost

different from each other, some are based on hierarchical

and co-occurrence based feature selection results low average

Clustering and K- means Clustering, while some are based on

changes.

density based Clustering algorithms. Below table shows the

MR-DBSCAN [15], Yaobin HE et al., is a scalable

analysis of clustering algorithms.

MapReduce based DBSCAN algorithm for heaving skewed
data. In this author discussed major drawback of DBSCAN,
one is they fail to properly balance the load among parallel
tasks, especially when data are heavily skewed. Second, the
scalability of these algorithms is limited because not all the
critical sub-procedures are parallelized. Third, most of them
are not primarily designed for shared-nothing environments,
which make them less portable to emerging parallel processing
paradigms. The objective of MR-DBSCAN is to achieve
desirable load balancing. Author proposed two methods one is
3-satge end-to-end solution to ensure DBSCAN scalability and
another one is cost-based data partitioning method achieve
desirable load balancing. Result conclude, Cost based
partitioning provides great performance to achieve desirable
load balancing.
MR-IDBSCAN [16], Maitry Noticewala et al., proposed a
efficient incremental DBSCAN algorithm to speed up big data
processing using MapReduce but it fails to achieve time
complexity

because

it

is

difficult

to

delete

cluster

incrementally from existing set of clusters. MR-IDBSCAN
reduces the objects loss as compared to DBSCAN as well as
IDBSCAN and the experimental results shows that the MRIDBSCAN is better than DBSCAN in terms of time
complexity.
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Clustering Algorithms

Analysis

1
.

K- Means Clustering

K-Means clustering is a technique of cluster analysis which aspires to separation n
examinations into K clusters in which each inspection belongs to the cluster with nearest
mean.

A

GHMC

It is novel method to group hybrid MapReduce cluster which improves performance of
map reduce by 34.9 % and also provide good scalability.

B

K-means
OpenCL

C

2
.

3
.

using

Performance is decreased while data points increases, proposed system obtain speed up
over the serial implementation on single node.
1. Running test:
Takes 5.5 min to process data of dimension 4- 1200, result time does not increase when
dimensionality is increases
2. Accuracy test:
MRAP is accurate than K-means, accuracy of MRAP is 0.8867 while accuracy of Kmeans is 0.87667
Result will not good when dimension of data sets keeps increasing

MRAP

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering algorithm set data objects to outline a tree formed structure

A

DiSC

Provides scalable speed up to 160 on 160 computer cores and this technique also
executed on problems like dense graph problem

B

Hierarchical
MapReduce
Programming
Model
Scheduling
Algorithms

Introduce Map, Reduce and GlobalReduce function for scheduling. Executes each
cluster in 600 seconds of time in intensive application and in data intensive application
total execution time is increased linearly when size of input increases

C

Enhancing
mapredce
framework for big
data with HC

and

Introduce efficient hierarchical clustering with batch updating and co-occurrence based
feature selection. Batch updating decreases the execution time 7.45 % and reduce IO
operation and communication cost by 6.02 % iteration. Co-occurrence based feature
selection results in low average change percentage that is 0.92 %

DBCSAN Clustering

Density based algorithm persist to develop the given cluster providing the density in the
immediate area exceeds clear threshold. This algorithm is appropriate for handling noise
in the large dataset.

A

MR- DBSCAN

Provide best performance for cost based partitioning to achieve desirable load balancing

B

MR- IDBSCAN

Experimental results show that the MR-DBSCAN is better performance than other in
terms of time complexity.

C

Mr. Scan

Uses hybrid parallel implementation and can scale up to 6.5 billion data points and
provide average case complexity of O(n log n)
Table1. Analysis of clustering algorithms in MapReduce

IV.

CONCLUSION
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